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Major Key & Duple Rhythm

Choose one song from this list: 
She’ll be Comin’ Round the Mountain,
Hot Cross Buns, The Muffin Man, Old
MacDonald Had a Farm, Yankee
Doodle, or another song from the
Major key, Duple rhythm list. Write
your choice below.  
 

Sing the same song every day using
one of the activities below. Your child
will grow in familiarity and comfort level
with the song each day. Musical
development and whole body
development happen with repetition!
Praise your child's response & attention. 
 

Write down the time of day you'll do music with
your child. Set a timer or alarm to remind you. 

Simply make music every day! If you miss a day,
jump back in the next. Check off the activities as you
go. Repeat activities on subsequent days adding
your own ideas for movements and motions. Go with
the flow. Have fun! :-)

Body Awareness: Sing and tap the beat on your child's body: knees,
shoulders, elbows or feet. 

Impulse Control Game: Jump up and down while singing the song.
When the song is over, continue jumping while you chant “jumping
jumping jumping jumping STOP!” When you call “stop” everyone
freezes. Try it again with skipping, marching, wiggling, or dancing.  

Exploring the beat: As you sing the song, tap the micro beat on
your knees (very quickly tapping to most of the syllables in the
song). Then, tap the macro beat on your knees (tapping to every
other syllable in the song).   

Exploring Instruments: As you sing the song, pretend to play
different instruments. Pretend to play the guitar, the trumpet, the
flute, the violin, the piano, a clarinet, etc.  

Melody and Language: Call and response. Ask your child to
be your echo! Sing the first line of the song, motion for her to
sing it back to you. Continue until you’ve finished the whole
song with the echoes. 

Rhythm Exploration: Sitting down on the floor, rhythmically chant
the words of the song while tapping on your knees. Next, chant the
song on a neutral syllable while tapping your knees. Then, stand up,
and chant the song while marching to the beat. Finally, add the
melody back into the song, singing while you march and move to
the steady beat.  

Day 6 Eye-hand Coordination: Sing the song and play simple
instruments at the same time. Click rhythm sticks to the beat of
the music. Shake a rattle to beat. Shake the rattle or tap the sticks
 – up high, down low, behind your back, tapping your knee,
tapping your foot, etc. Let your eyes follow your instruments.  

Finger Independence: Wiggle all of your fingers while you sing the

song at a normal pace. Then sing the song again very fast and

wiggle all of your fingers very fast. Sing the song again slowly and

wiggle all your fingers very slowly. Next, tap one finger at a time on

your child's hand to the beat of the music while you sing the song.  

Day 1

Song:

My Song Choice:
My Time of Day: 

Activity: When:

Day 2

Day 4

Day 5

Day 7

Bonus!

Day 3

Getting Started! You Can Do This! Just Moments a Day!

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

_______________________________________________________
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Minor Key & Duple Rhythm

Choose a different song:  Old King 
Cole (see lyrics), All the Pretty Horses,
Forward March (from Mixed Ages Class 5).
Or, choose from the minor-duple list. Write
your choice below. Find one of the above
songs on YouTube to learn for next week.  
 

Sing the same song every day using
one of the activities below. Your child
will grow in familiarity and comfort level
with the song each day. Musical
development and whole body
development happen with repetition!
Praise your child's response & attention. 
 

Write down the time of day you'll do music with
your child. Set a timer or alarm to remind you. 

Simply make music every day! If you miss a day,
jump back in the next. Check off the activities as you
go. Repeat activities on subsequent days adding
your own ideas for movements and motions. Go with
the flow. Have fun! :-)

Rhythm Instruments: Gather 2 wooden spoons or 2 sticks from
outside for each person. Sing your song and tap them together!  

Story time: Use the song you are singing to make up a story. Tell a
story about what happened in the song. Imagine the character and the
scenery. Describe the setting. What might be in the foreground? What
might be in the background? Make up a wonderful imaginary scene
your child will enjoy. Next, ask your child to make up his own story that
goes with the idea of the song.  

Organized Movement: Hold hands in a circle. On one repetition of
the song, circle to the right. On another repetition of the song, circle
to the left.  On the final repetition, jump up and down, then fall to the
ground together.   

Focusing on the Melody Pattern: Sing your song all the way
through on a neutral syllable such as ba-ba-ba-ba. Ask your child
to listen to how the melody rises up and falls back down.  

Taking turns: Find two different drums. You can turn over a
pot, a Tupperware container, or a large tissue box. Sing the
song several times. Practice switching instruments on each
repetition of the song. 

Exploring Timbre: Find a metal bowl, a plastic bowl and a wooden
bowl. Turn each upside down and tap it with your hand as you sing
the song. Listen for the different sounds each material creates.
Then, use a popsicle stick to tap each bowl as you sing through
repetitions of the song. How does the sound change? Next, try
tapping each bowl with a metal spoon as you sing the song. Does
the sound change again? Each new sound is a different timbre
(pronounced ‘tam-ber’).  

Sound Exploration: Make 3 rattles with sealed home containers.
Fill one with rice, one with dry beans, and one with raisins. Sing
the song shaking one rattle at a time. Match your vocal volume to
the rattle’s volume. Which is louder? Which is quiet? Sing the
song again shaking all of the rattles together. You’ve created a
percussion section!  

Vocal Exploration: Sing the song at the top of your vocal range

with a squeaky voice. Sing the song at the bottom of your vocal

range with a deep voice. Then sing the song again in a comfortable

vocal range. Ask your child which he likes the best.   

Day 1

Song:

My Song Choice:
My Time of Day: 

Activity: When:

Day 2

Day 4

Day 5

Day 6

Day 7

Bonus!

Day 3

Getting Started! You Can Do This! Just Moments a Day!

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

_______________________________________________________
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Major Key & Triple Rhythm

Choose a different song: Row Row
Row Your Boat, The Eency Weency
Spider, There’s a Hole in My Bucket,
Pop Goes the Weasel, Take Me Out to
the Ball Game, Lavender's Blue, or
another song from the Major-Triple list.
Write your choice below. 
 

Sing the same song every day using
one of the activities below. Your child
will grow in familiarity and comfort level
with the song each day. Musical
development and whole body
development happen with repetition!
Praise your child's response & attention. 
 

Write down the time of day you'll do music with
your child. Set a timer or alarm to remind you. 

Simply make music every day! If you miss a day,
jump back in the next. Check off the activities as you
go. Repeat activities on subsequent days adding
your own ideas for movements and motions. Go with
the flow. Have fun! :-)

Balance & Coordination: Sing the song while marching forward. Sing
the song while marching backward. Sing the song while shuffling
sideways. Sing the song while turning in circles. :-) 
Motor Muscles: Chant the words to the song without your speaking
voice. As you chant, use your pointer finger to tap a different finger on
your child’s hand with each syllable. If your child is old enough, ask
him to use his pointer finger on one hand to point to each of the fingers
on his other hand while you chant the song together.  

Focused Listening: Sing the song for your child. Begin by saying “I
wonder if you can tell me if I’m singing loudly or softly.” Sing in a
whisper. Wait for your child to answer. Sing again in a booming
voice. Wait for your child to answer. Say “I wonder if you can sing it
softly?” Wait for your child to try. Ask, “ I wonder if you can sing it in
a booming voice.” Try the exercise again with short and long sounds.
For short sounds, clip each word as if the word itself is jumping. For
long sounds, drag each word out as long as you can (This drastically
changes the rhythm of the song, but is great for awareness that
sounds can be made short or long.)  

Singing Game: "Don't Smile!" Hum the tune together looking into
each other's eyes without smiling. The first person to smile gets
tickled. 

Composition: First, keep the lyrics, change the melody: try
taking the lyrics of the song and making up your own melody
with those lyrics. Second, keep the melody, change the lyrics:
try taking the regular melody of the song and inserting your own
made up lyrics. 
Impulse Control: Play your drums while you sing the song. At the
end of the song, freeze! Take a big pause creating silence at the
end of each repetition.  
Movement & Instrument Exploration: March in a parade
together! Gather different instruments like rhythm sticks, a shaker,
or two spoons to clank together. Sing the song while playing an
instrument and pretending to march in a parade around the
house.  Switch instruments and try again. If you’re brave, you can
parade on a sidewalk outside! (great fun for birthday parties!) 

Body Awareness: Sing the song and tap your hands on different

parts of the body to the rhythm of the song. Next, tap the same body

parts while you sing, but this time sing the names of the body parts

you are tapping in place of the song lyrics.  

Day 1

Song:

My Song Choice:
My Time of Day: 

Activity: When:

Day 2

Day 4

Day 5

Day 6

Day 7

Bonus!

Day 3

Getting Started! You Can Do This! Just Moments a Day!

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

_______________________________________________________
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Success:

W E E K   T H R E E
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Minor Key & Triple Rhythm

Choose a different song: Lullaby My
Pretty One (Cysga Di), Scarborough
Fair, Greensleeves (What Child is
This), Dame Get Up and Bake Your
Pies. Or, choose from the minor-triple
list on page 7. Write your choice
below. 
 

Sing the same song every day using
one of the activities below. Your child
will grow in familiarity and comfort level
with the song each day. Musical
development and whole body
development happen with repetition!
Praise your child's response & attention. 
 

Write down the time of day you'll do music with
your child. Set a timer or alarm to remind you. 

Simply make music every day! If you miss a day,
jump back in the next. Check off the activities as you
go. Repeat activities on subsequent days adding
your own ideas for movements and motions. Go with
the flow. Have fun! :-)

Language Exploration: Sing the song a few times. Then replace the
lyrics with silly non-sense words like Mickle-Wickle-Tickle-loo, Silly-Sally-
Dilly-hoo, etc.   
Rhythm Exploration: Explore Rhythm with the hands: tap a drum while
singing the song. Feel the vibration of the beat traveling through the arms.  

Movement Exploration Game: As you sing, start jumping up and
down at medium speed and then begin jumping faster (Musicians
say “accelerando” for speeding up). On the song’s last word, fall to
the ground. As you stand up move your voice from a low to a high
sound, singing the words “up up up up…” in a scale from low to high.
Sing the song again while jumping at medium speed. As the song
ends, begin jumping in slow motion (Musicians say “ritardando” for
slowing down). Fall to the ground in slow motion. Stand up slowly,
singing the words “up up up up…” in a scale from low to high, but
sing it very slowly. Finish the game with fast jumping and a big hug!!  

Coordination: Find a bean bag or small stuffed animal. Sit across
from one another. As you begin singing the song, slide or throw
the bean bag back and forth to each other to the beat of the music.
Play the game several times! Don't worry if the rhythm is off. :-) 

Focus on Rhythm: Chant the words to the song without singing the
melody. Say it like a rhythmic poem! 

Vestibular system: Sit on the floor. With your child in your lap,
bounce your child up and down as you sing to stimulate the inner
ear which helps establish your child’s sense of balance.  

Whole Body & Spatial Awareness Game:  Clear the floor for
space to move. Spy something to touch. While singing the song,
slowly move toward the object, but don’t touch it until you get to
the last word of the song. Then spy two objects. Ask your child to
run back and forth touching each object as many times as he can
while you both sing. Add your own ideas, such as moving from
one wall to the other while you sing.  

Singing Game: Find a scarf (or bandana or towel). Sing while

swinging the scarf. When the song ends hold the scarf high enough

to cover your face, then lower it for a game of peek-a-boo. Next,

incorporate it into the song. Hold the scarf over your face when you

sing. Lower it after the first phrase and use your speaking voice to

say “I see you!” Raise it up again while you sing the next phrase,

and repeat peek-a-boo intermittently to the end of the song.  

Day 1

Song:

My Song Choice:
My Time of Day: 

Activity: When:

Day 2

Day 4

Day 5

Day 6

Day 7

Bonus!

Day 3

Getting Started! You Can Do This! Just Moments a Day!

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

_______________________________________________________
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Song Choices
_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________
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A SONG YOU KNOW BEST

If you don't know a song, search for it on YouTube. Listen to it for a few days before incorporating it into your music time at
home. If you know it well,  you'll be able to better lead your child through these activities with your own singing voice.  

Terminology: 
Major: Happy, bright tones comprise the melody because the song is based on a major scale. 

Minor: Melancholy, mysterious tones comprise the melody because the song is based on a minor scale. 
Duple: The rhythm is counted in sets of two or four. You can draw a square in the air while you sing in this "Square, pulsing tempo" 

Triple: The rhythm is counted in sets of three. You can draw a triangle in the air while you sing in this "Swingy, swaying tempo"

Major Key & Duple Rhythm Songs
Twinkle Twinkle Little Star, The ABC Song 
She’ll be Comin’ Round the Mountain 
A Ram Sam Sam 
Baa Baa Black Sheep 
America, The Beautiful 
London Bridge 
This Old Man 
Three Blind Mice 
The Muffin Man 
Old MacDonald Had a Farm 
You’re a Grand Old Flag 
Yankee Doodle  
 
Public Domain Lyrics 
 
Yankee Doodle Yankee Doodle went to town, Riding on a pony.
Stuck a feather in his hat And called it macaroni.  
Yankee Doodle, keep it up. Yankee Doodle dandy.  
Mind the music and the step, And with the girls be handy!  
Written By: Richard Shuckburgh, Copyright: Unknown  

Row Row Row Your Boat 
Kookabura 
Lavender's Blue 
The Eency Weency Spider 
The Bear Went Over the Mountain 
Hickory Dickory Dock 
There’s a Hole in My Bucket 
Pop Goes the Weasel 
My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean  
Take Me Out to the Ball Game  
 
Public Domain Lyrics 
Take me out to the ballgame. Take me out with the crowd.  
Buy me some peanuts and cracker jacks.  
I don't care if I ever get back  
For it's root, root, root for the home team.  
If they don't win it's a shame.  
For it's 1 - 2 - 3 strikes you're out At the old ball game!  
 
Written By: Jack Norworth & Albert Von Tilzer, Copyright Unknown 
  

Major Key & Triple Rhythm Songs

6
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Minor Key & Duple Rhythm Songs Minor Key & Triple Rhythm Songs

All the Pretty Horses 
Forward March (Family Music for Mixed Ages, Class 5) 
God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen  
Old King Cole 
Eerie Canal 
The Ants Go Marching Two by Two  
 
Public Domain Lyrics 
Old King Cole was a merry old soul,  And a merry old soul was he;
(refrain) He called for his pipe, And he called for his bowl,  
And he called for his fiddlers three.  
 
Ev'ry fiddler had a fiddle so fine, And a very fine fiddle had he.
(refrain) Tweedle dee, tweedle dee,  
Tweedle dee, tweedle dee,  
Tweedle dee went the fiddlers three. 
 
(refrain) Oh there's none so rare  
As can compare, With King Cole and his fiddlers three.  
 
Traditional Music By: J.W. Elliott Copyright Unknown  

Lullaby My Pretty One (Search for "Cysga Di" on You Tube) 
Scarborough Fair 
Greensleeves (What Child is This)  
We Three Kings 
Dame Get Up and Bake Your Pies (Family Music for Mixed
Ages, Class 5)  
 
Public Domain Lyrics 
Dame, get up and bake your pies, 
Bake your pies, bake your pies; 
Dame, get up and bake your pies, 
On this fine day in the morning 
 
Dame get up and.... 
 
Add your own lyrics here such as the following:  
 
Dame get up and jump around, 
jump around, jump around. 
Dame get up and jump around, 
On this fine day in the morning. 
 
You can also insert your child's name in place of the word
"Dame:" 
 
"Mary" get up and brush your teeth, 
Brush your teeth, brush your teeth. 
"Mary" get up and brush your teeth, 
On this fine day in the morning. 
 
Written By: Unknown, Copyright: Unknown     
 
 

www.mymusikathome.com 7
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Tips for Success
_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________
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GO WITH THE FLOW

Don't worry if...Success Is...
Your child doesn't participate with you right away.

That's okay! As you sing and play, your child will

eventually join you. Or, your child will learn

peripherally by exposure to the music. When Music is

present, learning happens naturally. 

 

Your child doesn't respond to everything you do. Go

with the flow of the day. Perhaps your child needs a

rhythm activity rather than an impulse control activity.  

 

Your child doesn't sing out loud. There is much going

on inside even if the singing isn't outward. Singing will

come in time as you encourage your child to use his

or her voice.  

 

Adding music to your day is brand new. It may take

time for your child to grow in the ability to express

himself or herself through musical play. Musical

development is happening simply by exposure to the

music and quality time spent with you.  

 

 

Spending time nurturing your child's love of music and

going at your child's pace. 

 

Engaging your child in the ways he or she is ready to be

engaged.  

 

Modeling for your child that music is important to you. 

 

Singing to the best of your ability, no need for perfection.

Use the highest pitch for the melody that you feel

comfortable singing. Singing higher helps your

child's voice develop.  

 

Helping your child enjoy something new with you that

takes focus and practice.  

 

Celebrating that your child is learning peripherally while

attention comes and goes.  

 

Seeing your child grow to know and love the songs over

time with active participation with the music. 
8
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WANT MORE?
_______________________________________________________
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JOIN MUSIK AT HOME!

Online Classes offered:
  Family Music for Babies & Toddlers (0-36 months)

  Family Music for Ages (4-7)

Family Music for Mixed Ages (1-5)   

Family Music for Preschoolers (3-5)

Our Online Music Classes Provide:

Engage your 3-5 year old's growing desire for musical play

with 70 structured activities for imaginative, musical play

for heightened musical development.  

Bring the whole family together around charming songs,

dances and rhymes that are sure to fill your day with

brightness & joy. Both new and familiar melodies

strengthen your child's natural love for music and

movement while laying a strong foundation for music

literacy.  

Sequential theme-based classes for music and movement

add exciting new skill layers to your child's musical

foundation! Building ensembles and reading-writing

musical notation are at the heart of these endearing

classes. Prerequisite: Family Music for Preschoolers.  

Connect your child's love for musical play with age

appropriate learning for musical and whole body

development. Come engage your baby or toddler,

newborn to thirty-six months in interactive musical play! 

 

 

Classes for children ages 1-7. 

 

Complete, holistic music education experience from home. 

 

Music education on your own schedule. 

 

A strong musical foundation for each child who participates. 

 

Exposure to an array of musical genres from folk to classical to

all sorts of international music selections. 

 

Hundreds of activities for musical play including songs, chants,

poetry, imaginative movement and rhythm activities. 

 

Preparation for instrumental study. 

 

Songs in duple and triple meter. Songs in major and minor

tonalities. Solfege and rhythm pattern echoes. 

 

Simple instrument playing - Rhythm sticks, shakers, scarves,

jingles, bean bags and grooved rhythm sticks. 
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My Notes
_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________
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For Musical Play 

Click Here to Join Musik at Home!
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Songs My Child Loves

 Areas for Musical Growth Areas for Overall Developmental Growth

Musical Activities My Child Loves
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
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____________________________________
____________________________________
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____________________________________
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____________________________________
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____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
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